





















	1. What is meant by reactants and products? Give an example each. OR Differentiate between reactants and products. What is the difference between reactants and products? Give examples.
	2. What is the difference between Reversible and irreversible reactions. Or Define reversible reactions? Give an example? Or Define irreversible reaction? OR What are irreversible reactions. Give a few characteristic of them?
	3. Define state of chemical equilibrium. OR Define equilibrium state. OR. What is chemical equilibrium how it is represented?
	4. What is meant by static equilibrium? Give one example?
	5. What is meant by dynamic equilibrium? OR Define dynamic equilibrium state?
	6. How is dynamic equilibrium established? Draw its graph?
	7. What is difference between Forward reaction and reverse reaction? OR Compare macroscopic characteristics of forward and reverse reactions?
	8. Write two possibilities of chemical equilibrium state.
	9. Why reversible reactions do not go to completion? OR Why reaction does not stop during equilibrium condition?
	10. In reversible reaction, the amounts of reactants and products do not change. Justify?
	11. How do you know that a reaction has achieved an equilibrium state? OR What happened in reaction if Qc=Kc?
	12. Write macroscopic characteristics of dynamic equilibrium. OR Write characteristics of dynamic equilibrium.
	13. Why is equilibrium state attainable from either way?
	14. Define the law of mass action? What is meant by law of mass action? By whom and when it was presented?
	15. Define active mass. Give its units?
	16. How is the active mass represented?
	17. What is the relationship between active mass and rate of reaction?
	18. Write expression of Kc for the reaction NO2N2O4
	19. Write equilibrium constant expression for reaction of synthesis of ammonia. OR Write expression of Kc for the reaction: N2+3H2     2NH3
	20. Write expression of Kc for the reaction: H2+I22HI
	21. Write expression of Kc for the reaction:
	CO+3H2CH4+H2O
	22. Define equilibrium constant write its unit and representation. (OR) What do you mean by equilibrium constant?
	23. Write units of Kc for this reaction:  N2+3H2 2NH3
	24. Write units of Kc for this reaction:  H2+I2  2HI
	25. For which reactions, equilibrium constant has no unit?
	26. What is importance of equilibrium constant?
	38. Which type of reactions never goes to completion?
	1. What is meant by acid? Write name of first discovered acid?
	2. Give two differences between acids and bases? OR Write down the two physical properties of each acids and bases? OR Write any two characteristic properties of base?
	3. Define acid and base according to Arrhenius concept. OR Describe Arrhenius Concept of acids and bases?
	4. Write limitations of Arrhenius Concept?
	5. Describe the Bronsted lorry theory.
	6. What is meant by conjugate? Differentiate between Conjugate acid and base? OR define Conjugate base?
	7. What is meant by amphoteric substance?
	8. Prove that water is an amphoteric compound?
	9. Write limitations of lorry Bronsted concept?
	10. Write the conjugate acids of the following?
	a. OH-   b. HCO3-  c. HPO4-  d. CH3COOH
	11. Define acids and base. Give examples of each. OR Define Base and give an example. OR Write formula of an acid and a base.
	12. What are acids and bases according to Lewis concept? OR State Lewis acid base theory.
	13. Why BF3 behaves as Lewis acid and NH3 as Lewis base?
	14. Why H+ ion acts as Lewis acid?
	15. Which kind of bond forms between Lewis acid and base?
	16. Define adduct.
	17. Give the reaction of Aluminium with HCL. (OR) Complete the following equations:
	a. Al+HCl        ?
	b. NaHSO3+HCl      ?
	18. Write names of two mineral acids. OR Write names and formulae of two mineral acids.
	19. Write the uses of acids? Write the uses of nitric acid? OR  Write uses of sulphuric acid?
	20. Give uses of acetic acid.
	21. Write down the name of two acids used in the manufacturing of fertilizers?
	22. Name any two acids used in preservation of food? OR Name an acid used in preservation of food.
	23. Write name and sources of two naturally occurring acids? OR Name the acids present in vinegar and citrus fruit.
	24. Which acids are found in urine and lemon?
	25. Which acid is present in apples?
	26. Complete the following reaction.
	a. FeSO4 + NaOH  ?
	27. Write the Uses of Bases? Or write down the uses of following bases: sodium hydroxide, calcium hydroxide, aluminum hydroxide magnesium hydroxide? Or write the uses of sodium hydroxide and magnesium hydroxide?
	28. Name an alkali used in alkaline batteries.
	29. Write formula of calcium hydroxide and describe its one use.
	30. Write chemical formula and use of ammonium hydroxide.
	31. Reaction of alkalis with ammonium salts?
	32. All Alkalis are bases but all bases are not alkalis. Justify?
	33. What is function of HCl in Stomach?
	34. Pure water is not a strong electrolyte why? OR What is self-ionization? OR define auto ionization with example.
	35. Define pH? What is pH of pure water?
	36. Define “p” and pH.
	37. Describe two uses of pH?
	38. Define pH scale?
	39. How we can measure pH of solution?
	40. Describe about universal indicator.
	41. Describe the pH meter.
	42. What is meant by ionic product of water? On which factors it depends?
	43. What are indicators? Write names of two indicators.
	44. Solution of HCl is 0.01M what will be its pH value?
	45. Find out the pH and pOH of 0.001M KOH solution?
	46. Define salts? Write names of two salts? OR Give an example of neutral salt?
	47. Describe the important characteristics of salts?
	48. What is meant by water of crystallization? What is it responsible for? (OR) Define water of crystallization.
	49. Describe two ways for the preparation of salts? OR what is neutralization? OR describe direct displacement method? Or Define neutralization Give an example?
	50. How insoluble salts prepared?



